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“Aurora”

Goddess of Dawn

in Roman mythology

(equivalent of  “Eos” 

in Greek mythology)

Who named ?

Galileo Galilei

(Italy, 1619)



Auroral legends in ancient times

An Eskimo soapstone sculpture

 Aurora is a narrow and dangerous 

pathway for the departed souls to heaven

 Aurora is the collective image of spirits 

playing football with the skull of a walrus



Candles in the heaven

Aurora in the Medieval Period



Aurora in the Medieval Period

Fire from a crack of heaven



Aurora in the Medieval Period

A bad omen of unhappiness or war



Aurora in the Medieval Period

Sparks from a battle in the sky



Fridtjof Nansen (Norway)

Aurora recorded by the polar explorers

Expedition to north pole 

with the ship Fram 

（1893-1896)



Recorded by eye & hand

Auroral sketches in 1886



Recorded by eye & hand

in 1886 in 1926



Observation by eye

Birkeland and Störmer in 1910



Kristian Birkeland (Norway) (1867-1917)

Laboratory Experiment for artificial aurora

Birkeland and his terrella (meaning "little earth")  



Auroral frequency distribution

Elias Loomis (1860)



Auroral frequency distribution

Hermann Fritz

(1881)



Auroral occurrence distribution

Vestine

(1944)

Northern

Hemisphere

days/year



Vestine 

and Synder

(1945)

Auroral occurrence distribution

Southern

Hemisphere

days/year



Auroral Zone

Geographic PoleGeomagnetic Pole

Auroral Zone



Auroral Zone

Geographic Pole

Geomagnetic Pole

SYOWA

Auroral Zone



Observation with optical instruments

All-sky camera (front) and photometer (back)



IGY (International Geophysical Year) 1957-1958

100 All-sky cameras in the world



Feldstein and Starkov (1967)

Auroral Oval



Auroral Zone

Auroral Oval

Auroral Zone and Auroral Oval

noon

midnight



Auroral Oval and ground FOV (Field of View)

Auroral Oval



Begin of Satellite age
ISIS-2

(1971)

391.4, 557.7 nm

Spin

Scanning

Photometer

altitude

1400 km

Δt =114 min



DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) Satellite

(1973 ～ present)

Visible (400～1,100 nm), Scanning Mirror

altitude: 830 km, Δt =101 min



DE-1 (Dynamics Explorer)  (1981)

VUV (120～156 nm), Rotating Mirror

altitude: 3.63 Re x 570 km, Δt =12 min

Discovery of 

the theta (Ө) aurora



DE-1 (Dynamics Explorer)



Polar (1996)

Earth camera (123～149 nm), CCD

altitude: 7.9 Re x 185 km, Δt =12 sec



IMAGE (2000)

WIC (140～180 nm), CCD

altitude: 7 Re x 1000 km, Δt =2 min



Altitude of Aurora
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Emission from what ?

Density ( /cm3)

Height

(km)

Oxygen

(~20%)

Nitrogen (~80%)

Oxygen

Atom

Homogeneous

Inhomogeneous

Height profile of 

atmospheric densityAuroral altitude
Main constituents are

N2 & O



Spectrum of the Aurora

Sun

Aurora

Continuous

Discrete, line and band
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Wavelength（Å）

Spectrum of Aurora

blue green red

N2, N2
+, N, O, and  H

pink



Emission lines in Auroral Spectra



Emission lines in Auroral Spectra



Emission lines of oxygen atom (OI)



Emission lines of nitrogen molecule (N2)

N2

N2
+

1st negative

Meinel

2nd positive

Vegard-Kaplan

Lyman-Birge-Hopfield



Excited by what ?

Auroral particle
(electron, proton)

coming from outside

High energy (several 100eV～10keV) auroral particles 

collide with the atmosphere, and excite them.

O, N2

magnetic

field line

aurora aurora



magnetic

field line

Why the curtain-like form appears ?

Auroral 

particle

Because the auroral particles move along the field line, 

colliding sequentially until they stop.

O, N2



Height profile of ionization 

by precipitated electrons



Height profile of emission rate 

by precipitated electrons
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Emission rate (cm-3sec-1) Emission rate (cm-3sec-1)

557.7 nm 630.0 nm

Quenching is effective at lower altitudes for 630.0 nm, 

because its life time is so long (110 sec).



Proton Aurora

H+

proton

H
H+

H H+

Ha, Hb

Ha, Hb

Spatially spread   ⇒ diffuse type



Spectrum of Proton Aurora

Doppler broadening and shifting

Hb line profile
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Height profile of ionization 

by precipitated protons



Auroral curtain :
Showing the trajectory of the auroral particles 

along the earth’s field lines

Aurora :
Emissions from atmospheric constituents 

at 100 ~ 500 km altitude, 

excited by the Auroral particles

Green line : from Oxygen atom



Red : from Oxygen atom

Pink : from Molecular Nitrogen



The Red Aurora : from Oxygen atom



Blue, purple : Molecular Nitrogen



Band

Lower viewing angle ...



Arc

Higher viewing angle ...



Looking up along

the earth’s magnetic field line ....

Corona



Corona



Large scale vortex : Spiral



Spiral



Diffuse Aurora

Black Aurora 

Pulsating Aurora



Diffuse Aurora

Black Aurora 

Pulsating Aurora



Pulsating Aurora

upward motion



Pulsating Aurora observed by REIMEI
Japanese small satellite

launched on 24 Aug, 2005

altitude: 610 km

instrument : MAC, ESA/ISA

high spatial & time resolution



Low-latitude Red Aurora :

from Oxygen atom



Low latitude Aurora

appears during a 

large storm-time

22 Oct, 1989

29 Oct., 2003



Low latitude Aurora

appears near the horizon



Aurora from Space Shuttle



Aurora from Space Shuttle



Where auroral particles come from ?



Earth’s magnetic field



solar wind
Magnetosphere

plasma sheet

Auroral particles come from the plasma sheet

Auroral 

particle

Magnetosphere 

territory of the earth’s magnetic field

Sun



Various domain in the magnetosphere



Precipitating electron spectra

CPS BPS

Winningham et al. 

[1975]

ISIS-2



Discrete Aurora & Diffuse Aurora

Discrete aurora :  BPS type electron precipitation 

Diffuse aurora :  CPS type electron precipitation

ISIS-2



Energy spectrum of auroral electrons
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Energy spectrum of auroral electrons

Rocket 

observation

for 

Diffuse Aurora

Maxwell 

distribution
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Energy spectrum of auroral electrons

FAST

satellite

“inverted-V”

spectra

VV VVVV



Upward field-aligned Electric field

at 1000～10000 km 

to accelerate the 

auroral electrons



Current closure around the Auroral arc



Auroral particle precipitation mechanism

a

pitch 

angleElectro-Magnetic 

Wave

pitch angle 

scattering

field-aligned

acceleration



3D structure using Auroral tomography

557.7nm



All-sky 

FOV narrow 

FOV

Auroral small structure

by narrow FOV camera



Auroral Substorm

“Sub” : elementary

Auroral Substorm
Classical Morphology by Akasofu (1964)

Quiet Phase (T=0) Expansive Phase

(T=0~5 min)

Expansive Phase

(T=5~10 min)

Expansive Phase

(T=10~30 min)

Recovery Phase

(T=30~60 min)

Recovery Phase

(T=1~2 hour)



Proton Auroral

Substorm

Fukunishi (1975)

Modification to the Akasofu Classical Morphology



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Discovery of the Growth phase

Modification to the Akasofu Classical Morphology



22

20

Localization & pre-midnight preference of Onset

Modification to the Akasofu Classical Morphology



North-South aligned (N-S) aurora

Henderson et al. (1998)

Modification to the Akasofu Classical Morphology



N-S Aurora or Auroral Streamer

Sergeev et al. (2000)

projection of the 

fast earthward flow ?



Growth phase in the magnetosphere



Substorm in the 

magnetosphere

NENL (Near Earth 

Neutral Line) model



Current Disruption model Lui (1991)



Other issues :

Ionospheric effect on aurora 

Plate 1. Intense discrete auroras occur much more frequently in darkness than in sunlight. 

This effect is attributed to the increase in ionospheric conductivity caused by sunlight. The 

above plots show the probability of observing intense discrete auroras (.5 ergs cm-2 s-1) in 

corrected magnetic coordinates, with the continental outlines shown at 0600 UT.

Newelll (2001)



Auroras on the other planets

Jupiter Saturn



Conditions for the planetary aurora

The planet should have

 Atmosphere

 Source of auroral particles

 Own magnetic field



There are still many un-resolved problems 

for Aurora

 Mechanism of the Pulsating Aurora

 Exact correspondence between the Auroral 

and Magnetospheric substorms

 Source mechanism of the field-aligned 

Electric field

 Source mechanism of the various auroral 

motion (Curl, Spiral, Spliting, ...)

 Acceleration mechanism of auroral protons


